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When Sir Jacob-Aidan hired me to be the
fraternity’s marketing director, he entrusted
me to bring ”7 Visions” back from extinction
and he were are now on the 25th of March
delivering you all the HYPEST magazine on
the planet.

One of the publications I remember was
from Sir Eugene Dominguez where he
emphsaized the importance of family. “To
all my brothers, help take this family into its
adulthood, he said. “Keep in mind the
importance of its responsibilities to its family,
just as you have your own.”
With those wise words said, this fraternity
is a family and we are responsible for one
another. I am responsible for giving you the
best of what I can offer on this magazine
and in return you are responsible for keeping
us aware of your events so that we can
highlight and support you the best way that
we can. And after you read this magazine,
You will definitely conclude that everyone
took care of their end of the bargain.

Just to give you a little bit of background
on myself, I graduated from the University
of Oklahoma, Xi Chapter, with a broadcast
journalism degree. In my years as an under- Moving forward, I’m going to give you a little
grad, I developed my skills in news writing,
bit of insight on what to expect in this publireporting and video editing.
cation and from here on out. Earlier I mentioned the purpose for the name 7 Visions as
In addition, I worked for SoonerVision, the in- I’m sure every would have already guessed
house studio for the OU Athletic Department. correctly. With that in my mind, I thought to
Working for Soonervision not only developed myself well “What are the 7 Aspects that
my skills in editing, but also my skills in mar- Exemplify ODPhi?....the things we stand for.
keting a product. “7 Visions” will be heaven
for me because it combines the two things I In general, we stand for alot of things but
love: Journalism and ODPhi. Journalism is
the primary ones are Academics, Service,
my skill. ODPhi is the product. And I am here Brotherhood, and Leadership. In this publito enhance it.
cation we will give you a recap on the four
Anybody that knows me, knows that I am
constantly thinking of ways to enhance this
brotherhood. I travel from chapter to chapter
always learning something new and I think
most of us who have been around long
enough would agree that we need to bring
more awareness to our local chapters on the
national scene. That is exactly what I plan to
do with “7 Visions” which will be published
every three months.

mentioned topics along with three others:
Alumni Affairs, Social, and Expansion. In
addition we will be adding more journalistic
value to the magazine interviewing brothers
from all walks of life, chapters who have
been successful with our national philanthropy, CASA and our own YOUNG KNIGHTS
Leadership Academy (YKLA) along with
chapters who take part in the positive
aspects of greek life.

In closing, My team has worked very hard to
Just to give you YOUNG KNIGHTS (See
at least highlight every region of our Brotherwhat I did there? You’ll find out soon) some hood. So with all that said.....GET HYPE!
perspective on “7Visions,” the name was
used to honor our 7 Founders of the fraterni- KNIIIIIIIGHTS!!!!!
ty. In earlier publications, they would ask one
of the 7 founders to take time and speak to
the brotherhood...to inspire us even. It was
titled “Notes From A Founder.”
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By Jacob-Aidan
Martinez
Welcome Brothers!
My name is Jacob-Aidan Martinez. I crossed in the fall
of 2006 at St. Mary’s University, Alpha Pi Chapter. I
received my Bachelor of Arts in Criminal Justice in May
2008. I continued my education and attended The University of Texas at San Antonio. I received my Master of
Education in Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
with a Higher Education Administration Concentration in
December 2009.
Omega Delta Phi is something that is so special to me. It’s more than an organization or a fraternity.
It’s a lifestyle for me. I choose to live my life every day
through our sacraments, to the best of my abilities. I
have an incredible love for this brotherhood. It’s hard to
express on paper because it’s not tangible.
Joining Omega Delta Phi was no mistake.
I have always believed it was fate. I didn’t go through
the typical “rush” route that a brother might have been
through. I never went to a single rush event or saw a
flyer about ODPhi. I remember meeting the brothers for
the first time at St. Mary’s University. I saw them in the
courtyard with their giant wooden letters. They were new
to campus and only had about 8 active brothers. They
were definitely the underdogs when compared to the
other fraternities on campus. Being an underdog myself, I
knew immediately that ODPhi was the right place for me.
I never could have imagined that it would have had such
an impact on my life. I remember starting as a Neo, then
being elected as a National Undergraduate Representative until I graduated. After that I ran for Central Texas
Regional Director, where I led the region for 4 years
until I was appointed as the National Vice President of
Undergraduate Affairs. It was then that I decided to run
for National President and lead the brotherhood.
Being elected National President was something that
I never imagined would have happened. It was a step
I decided to take because I felt that some things in the
brotherhood needed to change. I admit, even though
it’s only been 3 months it has been one of the biggest
challenges I have faced. It’s a challenge that I’ve taken
head on and tried to make the best with the resources we
have. The National Executive Council (NEC) has been
actively doing so many projects (on top of the day to day
operations). We’re currently working on re-vamping our
national website, planning national conference, pushing
out so many programs and reorganizing old programs.

Before anything is sent out, I look at it to verify it
is what we all agreed to. My goal for this term is
to really just organize, grow and change the NEC
mentality. For the longest time, it felt that some
things were unorganized or done last minute.

I’m working hard to change that by being
proactive on many things, sending out
updates to every brother and stakeholders.
We’re working hard to expand in the East
Coast, calling on alumni in the area and
revamping our National Expansion Packet
so that we have a fair chance in this competitive field. The NEC is also working hard
to change the mentality of “Nationals”. For
the longest time, it felt that brothers were
afraid to ask questions because they didn’t
want to get sanctioned. It seems more and
more brothers are asking for our help and
that’s a great thing. We’re here to help our
undergraduate brothers and encourage any
brother to ask for help if they need it. I want
to make sure that brothers ask and allow us
proper time to respond and research what it
is they our needing help with.
Although I have several long-term and shortterm goals, I always hear what my team has
to say. I am blessed to have such dedicated
and hype individuals on my team. I know that
without them, my term will be unsuccessful.
It’s hard to believe that I’ve been on the NEC
for 6 years! Several brothers always ask
me what keeps my burning desire and my
answer is always brotherhood. I do what I
do because this brotherhood is like no other.
When the brothers at Alpha Pi accepted me
into the brotherhood, they learned about my
troubled life as I started a new chapter. They
and my pledge brothers of fall 2006 helped
me grow.
Growing up with my 3 blood brothers was
special. I’ve been thinking a lot about my
upbringing lately. April 1st marks the 12th
anniversary since 2 of my brothers passing.
It was one of the hardest things I had to deal
with in my life. This brotherhood gives me
joy, it gives me strength, and it fills that gap
in my heart that I lost. This brotherhood is
my life. I hope that throughout my term, I can
help every brother in any way that I can. May
God bless you all in all of your
endeavors.
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Academics
RECAP

By Denny Esquivel & Eric Reyes
Academic success within the fraternity has allowed for one to be influenced by such greatness in the brothers a part of the organization. Due to the
many successes of the brothers of Omega Delta Phi, a comprehensive survey was recently conducted to measure the success of our brothers academically and as leaders at their respective institutions across the country. With the help of 139 undergraduate and alumni brothers who completed the
survey, we were able to get an idea of where the fraternity stands in academic and leadership categories. Undergraduate brothers made up 55% of the
survey respondents. Two out of every three brothers are currently enrolled full time at their respective institutions. Alumni brothers made up 45% of the
survey respondents.
It was found that one out of every two brothers has received one or more scholarships. They were awarded based on academic performance (88%), leadership (29%), service (17%) and others, such as research stipend, grants, minority, and high school involvement. 58% of brothers have received one
or more types of academic honors; 70% of these brothers made the dean’s list, 23% received honors from an academic group, 18% from Order of Omega, and 16% made the President’s list. Most recently, Marco Enriquez (Rho Chapter-Texas State University) made the Dean’s list this past semester.
In terms of internships and career opportunities, 44% of brothers have acquired internships. Of those brothers, one out of every four (25%) were offered
a permanent job after their internship.
With many organizations outside of ODPhi, 63% have taken leadership positions outside of ODPhi at their respective institutions. These brothers are
a part of one or more groups such as academic (19%), service (28%), cultural (38%), professional (30%), political (15%) and/or religious based (6%).
Many more are involved in other clubs or organizations but were not specified.
Universities and different student clubs or organizations often offer students various opportunities to attend leadership conferences. 64% of brothers
have taken advantage of these opportunities. Brothers have attended various ODPhi conferences at the national, regional and local levels. Other conferences that brothers have attended include: local campus leadership retreats/summits, United States Hispanic Leadership Institute, Association of Fraternal Leadership and Values, Latino Leadership Summit, National Black Student Union, Principled Business Leadership Institute- ΑΚΨ, Student Business Association, LEAD WT, Illinois Latino Council on Higher Education, American Student Government Association, Latino/a Educational Achievement
Project, Movimiento Estudiantil de Chicanos/as de Aztlan, American Multicultural Student Leadership Conference, MBA Leadership Conference, Oregon
State Chamber of Commerce, National Association of Student Personnel Administrators, Asian Pacific Islander American Leadership Conference, Hugh
O’Brian Youth Leadership, Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers, Bell National Resource Center, and Chicano Latino Youth Leadership Project.
Brothers all over the nation have ideas on what can be done to improve our brotherhood in the categories of academics and leadership. Some ideas
have included setting the GPA expectations higher, more professional (graduate school prep workshops, job placement help, networking, internship
opportunities, career planning) and leadership (motivation, on-campus involvement, direction, guidance, recognition, accountability) development
workshops. College expenses have also been a concern for many brothers due to the economic strain which has led to the suggestion that the fraternity
should begin to offer more scholarship opportunities to undergraduate brothers. Brothers would also like Alumni to be more hands on with the fraternity,
through mentoring, career guidance and hosting workshops. Graduates such as Eric Aceves (Sigma chapter-Southern Methodist University), Albino
Garcia Jr. (Alpha Rho chapter-Texas Southern University), Michael Velasquez (Southern Illinois University colony), Tony Hernandez (Texas Christian
University colony), and Adam Lopez (University of Wisconsin-Madison colony) will definitely be brothers modeling this recommendation as they transition
from their recent Fall 2012 graduation into their new career endeavors.
With the fraternity being only twenty-five years young, we can only look at this analysis as a small portion of the big picture. As brothers continue to
prosper in their academic and career goals, much improvement will be made to the fraternity’s expectations and the independent goals of the brothers.
In due time, all of our brothers will be able to walk on the pavement of success built by the past, current, and future members of Omega Delta Phi.

Albino Garcia Jr.
Fall 2012 Graduate

Marco Enriquez
Dean’s List

Eric Aceves
Fall 2012 Graduate
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Brothers Prepping Up
For Graduation By The
Semester’s End; Credit
Omega Delta Phi For Their
Success
By Lateef Ipaye

Flores in California for Spring Break for
househunting and sight-seeing.

Brothers from across the country are preparing themselves for life and careers after
their undergraduate years. As brothers
cross the stage to pick up their diplomas,
they understand there’s much more to be
accomplished.

The fraternity’s number one goal of graduating its members sets the standards for
the brothers to perform effectively. Along
with holding positions such as internal vice
president, Martinez credited the brotherhood for his academic success.

Conversely, Flores mentioned that being
a member of Omega Delta Phi you should
understand and know what it takes to
reach your goals, especially with hearing
stories of successful brothers of the past. It
takes a sacrifice.

“Like I have told my parents and family,
lets hold off on the celebrations until I
truly accomplish what I yearn for so bad,
namely, being a doctor” Gustavo Martinez
said.

“For once in my life I was surrounded by
individuals who had the same goal as me:
to graduate, Martinez said. “I believe that
if you surround yourself with great individuals that understand your struggles, past
and present, and that strive for similar
goals then you are way more likely to accomplish your goals and much more.”

“Have in mind what are you going to do
once you have graduated” Flores urged.
“Whatever it maybe prepare yourself in
advance throughout your college career
because once you reach your final semester of your bachelors it might be too late.”

Martinez, will be graduating with a Basic
Medical Sciences Bachelor’s degree and
a minor in Anthropology at Washington
State University. He intends to continue his
education with a Doctorate of Optometry
degree.
“I see this graduation as just a small stepping stone and a great motivator to continue what I am doing” Martinez said. “After
all, it is all about the journey. My journey is
just beginning.”
For University of Oklahoma’s Eduardo
Flores, receiving his diploma will have an
immediate impact. Flores recently accepted a job offer from Chevron Corporation,
as a production engineer in Bakersfield,
California.
“I always think to myself how is it going
to be when I walk across that stage and
officially be an engineer” Flores said. “And
to be honest just to think about the things
I have done in the past and to still be
there in a few weeks I think I’m just going
to break down and cry out of happiness
and thankfulness. And ready to tackle the
challenges ahead in order to be successful
in my career.”

For Flores, the fraternity helped develop
his public speaking skills which in turn,
helped him professionally.
“It pushed me out of my comfort zone
and placed me in positions that I needed
to take charge and not be the shy kid”
Flores said. “This in turned helped me be
successful in my internships and classes.
Presentations use to be a struggle for me
now it’s one of my strong suits.”
The fraternity has been a never-ending
cycle where the new members come in
and replace older members, learn the
inner-workings of the organization while
focusing on academics.
Martinez expressed the importance of
using your resources as an undergraduate.
“Those years as an undergraduate student
are ones which are filled with resources
beyond belief, use them!” Martinez urged.
“Take it upon yourself to get out there, get
involved, learn a new skill, and be a leader.
Your goal should be to come out as well
rounded as you possibly can, so never
stop learning.”
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Community Service
RECAP

By Eric Reyes
Brothers of ODPhi have always been leaders in their communities which has allowed them to impact the lives of many through their
various charitable events and fundraisers. With the mentality of giving back to those that are less fortunate, the Knights of ODPhi have
always been able to successfully reach out to those in need of help.
Many of these events have allowed for ODPhi to give back to the national philanthropy, Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA).
Most recently,Pi chapter’s (University of Houston) Latin Lovers Auction, Alpha Eta’s (University of New Mexico) Golf Tournament, and
a 24 Hour Food Drive hosted by the Eastern Washington University colony were able to benefit three different chapters of CASA. The
Eastern Washington colony utilized their “outside-the-box” mentality to successfully host their event outside of a 24 hour Wal-Mart. The
brothers of Pi chapter raised well over $500 at their date auction event to donate to the Houston chapter of CASA. As such, brothers
at Alpha Eta successfully raised $6, 500 at their Golf Tournament which was all donated to the Albuquerque, New Mexico chapter of
CASA.
Other events that brothers have helped contribute to include Adopt A Highway (Beta chapter-University of Texas-El Paso), Martin Luther
King Jr. March (Alpha Pi-St. Mary’s University), Special Olympics practice (Alpha Psi-UC Merced), donating over $200 to local Boy’s &
Girl’s Club (Mu-Midwestern St.), and Safe Sex Awareness (Omicron Chapter-University of Wisconsin-Parkside). The diversity of such
events, as well as the continuous effort to give back to the local communities of their respective universities, demonstrates the high
standard of morale that Knights posses.
Community service plays an integral role in bettering the world in which one lives. Brothers of ODPhi have never allowed for life
obstacles to overcome their desire to better the community and world in which they live. Rather than simply observe and analyze the
problems within their communities, brothers of ODPhi become a part of the solution to troubles in the community.

Alpha Eta
raises $6,500 for CASA

Alpha Psi helping out for
Special Olympics practice

Pi raises
over $500 for CASA

Alpha Pi
particpates in MLK March

Beta doing service at
Adopt A Highway

Mu donates equipment
to Boy’s & Girl’s Club
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Young Knights Creator
Speaks Humbly On the
Diversity of the
Program
by Lateef Ipaye
Alex Alvarez
Founder of
Young Knights
Leadership
Academy

Charters of YKLA: Daniel Hyliard,
Maxmillian Monroy-Miller, Anthony
Hrit, Zachariah Sepulveda, Robert
Ortega, Robert Nothhoff, and Dave
Richmond
Nickname: Young Knights
Colors: Red And Gray
Mascot: Knight Head
Emblem: “The world in the palms of two
hands
Motto: “Develop to Uplift, Uplift to
Impact”
Although the Young Knights Leadership Academy (YKLA) initially served
high school students, Alex Alvarez, the
program’s founder, explained that his
intention was for it to be more broad covering both the elementary and middle school
systems. Founded at Michigan St. University Alpha Beta Chapter in 1999, Alvarez
mentioned the changed focus was due to
the fact that he and other organizers were
a part of the “microwave generation” eager
to see the program’s effectiveness.
“It was much easier to substantiate the
success when working with high school
students primarily because results would
come sooner if you tracked graduation
rate, college acceptance rate, employment
rate and a variety of measures” Alvarez
said. “Tangible measures and quick wins
ensured the buy-in and sustainability of
YKLA.”

Alvarez said he enjoys hearing and reading up on chapters who have taken the
initiative in creating YLKA programs that
serve different age ranges. He asserted
that the Brothers of Omega Delta Phi
continuously see the value in impacting the
youth through YKLA, especially since the
program was created internally.
“It’s one thing to create several national
partnerships with many national non-profits, however it tends to be more special
when the program is created from within at
the grassroots level,” Alvarez said. “I truly
believe ODPhi has created many special
grassroots programs that, if leveraged
nationally, can make a profound impact on
the world we live in.”
As a result of this grassroots philosophy,
the Young Knights program has been
either initiated or established at least 15
chapters across the nation. In addition, the
program has created recruitment pipeline
for Omega Delta Phi. Alvarez highlighted
three individuals in who were greatly impacted by YKLA: the cousins Matt Morales
and Joe Guzman of Lansing Eastern High
School and Jesse Arriaga of Lansing Sexton High School in Lansing, Michigan.
Due to the YKLA program, Arriaga and
Guzman became members of ODPhi at
Michigan State while Morales attended
Central Michigan. In addition, both Arriaga
and Guzman served in the military with the
Marines and the Army reserve, respectively. Guzman and Morales both have
received their bachelor’s degree while
Arriaga is currently on path to get his.

“Joe’s uncle and Matt’s dad pulled me
aside with tears of joy expressed his
everlasting gratitude to me and Alpha-Beta
Chapter for making a difference in the lives
of his nephew and son through the Young
Knights Leadership Academy” Alvarez
said.
“Keep in mind this is 10 years later from
the time they were in YKLA but yet the
parents still thank all of us. We may not
be blood but no one can tell me we are not
family. I am truly proud to see the great
men they have become and honored to be
part of their life and families.”
Throughout the success of the program,
Alvarez has shown tremendous humility
crediting his home chapter along with current and past national officers of Omega
Delta Phi.
“I am deeply humbled and very appreciative that we as a Brotherhood have the
vision to continue to uplift and impact our
youth and world through YKLA,” Alvarez
said. “I tend to receive much recognition
for the YKLA but there are hundreds of
Brothers that also deserve the credit
for their contributions. Collectively as a
Brotherhood major milestones can be
accomplished.”

Alvarez has grown close to these group
of gentlemen. He cited his experience
attending Guzman’s wedding and which
was where Alvarez spoke with the parents
about YKLA’s impact on their kids.
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YKLA Testimonies from Will Rogers Elementary
The Young Knights Program at Will Rogers Elementary School in San Antonio, Texas is a great after school
program for young boys from 3rd grade to 5th grade to learn about how to be gentlemen, college readiness,
and other values of life. The first day of the Young Knights Program my brothers and I introduced ourselves
to a room full of young boys. As we introduced ourselves, I saw bright and excited faces on each of the
boys. These boys never had an all boys after school program before so I knew they were excited to meet
and talk to us all. After we introduced ourselves, we played a little activity which was for us to get into a circle
with the kids and throw a ball around the room that had questions written all over it. The questions consisted
of “What’s your favorite TV show?”, “What’s your favorite sport?” and other similar questions. As you catch
the ball, where ever your right thumb hits you would have to answer that question that your thumb is on. I
forgot how little things like throwing a ball around the room could be as fun as a kid. The kids’ excitement level was through the roof as I saw that ball go around the room from one boy to another. After the activity, we
were paired into groups with the kids. I had two kids in my group and I asked them general questions about
themselves and it was amazing how happy and excited they were to be talking to me. After that day, I knew
that we weren’t just there to play games with the kids. We were there so we could impact the community and
teach these little boys to grow up to become successful great men. If we want to change what’s around us
we must start from the ground up. And these kids are our ground.
-Edward Castillo AD Spring 2011

My experience as a mentor in the Young
Knights program has been one of the
best experiences I’ve had. We get to be
with the kids and teach them stuff about
college and how it’s important to do good
in school. Just as excited the kids were to
start the program, I was also excited. It’s
just a great experience helping the young
boys with school work and teaching them
valuable lessons. What made me want to
keep going and continue the program was
when one of the kids said they looked up
to us. Knowing that we are role models
and that we are an impact to the kids is
by far the best thing we can get out of this
program. -Raul Gutierrez AD Fall 2012

The bond we have with the kids is
amazing, they look up to us just like
their older brothers. As soon as we
get there every Wednesday afternoon
the room just lights up, and we’re just
as excited to see them! So far we
have gone to see them twice and I
already feel like their my long lost little
brothers.
-Arturo Arredondo AD Fall 2011

The Young Knights program exemplifies what Omega Delta Phi stands for in many ways. First of
all, the characteristics that are taught to the kids are qualities that the brothers of Omega Delta
Phi pride themselves on. This program works to develop young boys into leaders on campus,
which is the same thing that our brotherhood strives to do with our brothers. Finally, this program
provides an opportunity for kids to learn the qualities they need to become better members of
our community, which is an essential part of Omega Delta Phi’s mission. - Epsilon Alumnus and
Teacher at Will Rogers School Jesse Barragan
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Leadership
RECAP

By Eric Reyes
Leadership has always played a vital role in the success of ODPhi throughout the past twenty-five years of excellence. Nationwide brothers have always demonstrated an initiative to be an even better person than the day before. For
example, Adrian Pena from Alpha Chi (University of North Texas) exemplifies a gentleman who leads by example at his
campus. Due to his many social and academic achievement, he was awarded “Greek Man of the Year” at his respective
university. Other brothers have also demonstrated such leadership traits through other outlets and in their field of study.
Several brothers from the Omicron chapter (University of Wisconsin, Parkside) volunteered and attended the United
States Hispanic Leadership Institute Conference (USHLIC) in Chicago. While learning from leaders from the Hispanic
and other various communities, these brothers reaped the benefits of being around the leaders from such diverse backgrounds. They also had the great privilege of meeting civil rights activist and honorary sister of Kappa Delta Chi Sorority,
Inc. Dolores Huerta.
Brothers John Castellano (Alpha Alpha-Northwestern University), Charles McLloyd (Mu chapter-Midwestern State University), and Zach Dominguez (Alpha chapter-Texas Tech University) attended the Association of Fraternal Leadership &
Values (AFLV) Conference in Indianapolis on behalf of ODPhi and their respective universities. The conference served
as a way for these brothers to gain insight on networking, recruitment, financing, and leadership from various fraternity
leaders throughout the country. With an emphasis on promoting a positive greek movement on campuses nationwide, this
conference allowed for these brothers to discover a better understanding on the ethics and values they live by each and
every day.
Brother Adrian Arellano, from Texas A&M Kingsville For Receiving 1st Place in the American Society of Animal Science
(ASAS) Southern Section Undergraduate Competition. ASAS is a membership society which supports the advancement
of scientific knowledge used to promote the responsible use of animals that help advance human well-being. Arellano’s
abstract, titled “Leptin plays a role in vascularization of ovarian tissue,” explains the significance of the hormone leptin in
improving blood flow and its impact on goat reproduction. His research serves as an scientific and economic impact in
this field of study. Ultimately, researchers will be able to use this information in helping improve the fertility of farm animals
allowing for the production of more meat and milk for human consumers.
“Leading by example” may be a cliche but the leadership that these brothers exemplify on a consistent basis surely is not.
By keeping their goals aligned with the fraternity sacraments, they are able to continuously go against the status quo and
live up to their own expectations. As with the many men of ODPhi, they are ensuring to be leaders in their community and
the global society.

Adrian Pena
UNT Greek Man Of The Year

Omicron at USHLI
with Dolores Huerta

Adrian Arellano
1st Place ASAS Recipient
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The AFLV Experience
By

Zach Dominguez

This past February, I was given the chance as President of the Texas Tech Multicultural Greek Council to attend the annual AFLV Central Fraternal Leadership/ National Black Greek Leadership Conference. Other than the free flight to Indianapolis, I can’t say I was
overjoyed.
I thought to myself, “great, another conference where I get to hear about risk-management, hazing, and everything else wrong with the
Greek community” - I’m not saying those type of conferences aren’t extremely necessary and beneficial, it’s just that after your 4th riskmanagement session of the semester you start to feel down about Greek life in general.
Fortunately, I couldn’t have been more wrong about this conference. For me, AFLV’s CFL/NBGLC conference essentially redefined
what it meant to be part of a fraternity and stressed the potential positive impact that we as brothers have.
Each day began with the conference’s 3000 attendees in the same room and featured a guest speaker that focused on issues such as
leadership or fraternal values. We were then allowed to split off and attend the next 5 “session blocks” of our choosing. Just to give you
an idea of the magnitude of this conference, each “session block” had over 20 different choices to choose from! That’s over a 100 different sessions per day. Session topics ranged from cross-council collaboration, branding, social media usage, recruitment, motivating
your members, discrimination and even featured more fun and light-hearted sessions such as David Coleman the “Dating Doctor”.
My personal favorite session was “Delay of Game: How Long are Your Organization Meetings (And Why?)”. We were able to cut down
our chapter meeting time by 30 minutes, in two weeks.
The conference even provided entertainment such as a stroll competition in which different universities’ MGC, IFC, and NPHC organizations teamed up to compete against other university Greek councils. We were also treated to a luncheons, live music, a banquet
featuring guest speaker Katherine McPhee from American Idol, and a dinner in which we were paired up with
other attendees from our own fraternity or sorority. It was awesome to be able to meet up with Brothers John Castellanos from AA
Chapter (Northwestern Univ.) and Charles McLloyd from Mu Chapter (Midwestern St. Univ.)
Overall the conference was truly a great experience. In fact, I’m currently hoping to apply to be a one of the speakers for next year’s
conference. While the conference does a good job by hosting sessions specifically towards cultural-based organizations, I believe there
are still several issues that lie exclusively within the multicultural greek community that need to be addressed.
It’s not very often that we, as a Greek community, get the chance to hear the positive side of being in a fraternity or sorority. It’s refreshing to be reminded that we are the future leaders. We are making a positive impact in the community. Our fraternal values make us
better men each and every day and at the end of the day there is a damn good reason we chant “too proud, too proud”.
Side Note: I highly suggest attending this conference to all Greeks, in fact there are several scholarships available for individuals and
councils that have never previously attend the conference, visit http://www.aflv.org/EventsPrograms/CentralFLC/Scholarships.aspx for
more info.
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Brother Victor De Lara received Diversity Award
through Latinos in Action organization by Utah
Governor Gary R. Herbert on State Capitol Diversity Day.
By: AO Alumni Rafael Torres
Victor De Lara, a student of the University
of Utah and Brother of Omega Delta Phi,
was recognized at the Utah State Capitol
by Governor Gary R. Herbert on March 14,
2013 with a Diversity Award through the
CEO of Latinos in Action, Jose Enriquez.
Latinos In Action (also known as LIA) is dedicated to promoting higher education for
Latinos from the middle school all the way
through graduating students from college.
LIA practices values of honesty and leadership and Victor has been a member of this
organization since middle school. Coming
out of high school, LIA awarded Victor a
four year scholarship and he decided to
attended the University of Utah with the
gift. Victor currently holds a leadership
position in the Latinos In Action club at the
University Of Utah.

Victor: I am Charter class and my primary
reason for pledging Odphi at first was the
service aspect. Another reason is for the
ethics that Odphi practiced because they
were similar to those of other organizations
I’ve been a part off like the Daniels Fund
Scholar organization and LIA. I mention all
this because those are my personal ideals;
this is why I think I was selected to speak
to the more than a thousand students at
the Capitol that Jose Enriquez has worked
with through LIA.

I had the chance to interview Victor about
the diversity award and where he wants to
take his momentum from here.
Rafael: Victor thank you for letting us
ask you questions about this accomplishments and congratulations! What
is your current classification (sophomore, junior, senior, freshman, etc) and
major? What are your life career goals
with this degree?
Victor: I am currently a freshman with a
pursuit of graduating from college with a
double major in Psychology and Business.
The I plan on going to graduate school
and eventually earn my PhD in Counseling
from Stanford University.
Rafael: What class are you in your
Omega Delta Phi fraternity club? Considering your accomplishments with Latinos in Action, what made you decide
to pledge Odphi?

Victor pictured with his pledge
brother Brian Ferebee

I knew that with those values Odphi would
help me enhance my ethics and that would
only benefit me. I also wanted to get involved in the college experience. When I moved out to study at the University Of Utah,
I was seeking good valuable friends and a
great college experience. By the information presented to me during recruitment, I
knew that Odphi would fill this gap.
Rafael: Do you have any plans to integrate your accomplishment with how
the fraternities service missions on
your campus or regionally?
Victor: I really hadn’t thought about it.
But now that you mention it, I am going to
share this accomplishment, because I want
all the fraternities and sororities on campus
to see an Omega Delta Phi Brother; to see
really what we are all about. It will set a
good image in our campus regarding Omega Delta Phi and what we stand for.
Thank you Victor!
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EXPANSION
RECAP

By Eric Reyes
After twenty five years of excellence, it is only natural that the strong nationwide brotherhood thrives at various universities. ODPhi’s success can be portionally credited to the efforts of the expansion team, regional directors, and active
brothers taking on the initiative to help expand ODPhi. Beginning with the end in mind, the prospective members of four
entities were finally added to the ranks of ODPhi: Western Oregon University (WOU), Texas A&M University-San Antonio
(TAMU-SA), Our Lady of the Lake University (OLLU), and Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC).
The Men of Vision program at WOU began in the fall of 2010 with the persistency of Reinaldo Ayala. He would not only
take on this responsibility but also helping establish greek life. His first task would be the planning of initial greek informationals in hopes of gaining the interest of others. Few weeks passed before he found an advisor to assist with his endeavor and friends interested in establishing ODPhi on their campus. Ayala did leave WOU but not without leaving Alonzo
Mendoza as president to help keep the Men of Vision interest group alive. Nearly two years would pass before they could
be activated on November 29th, 2012 to begin the colony at WOU. Even after facing the challenge of WOU students
against greek organizations, they persisted and have now established a strong foundation for future greek organizations
on their campus and future classes to come. Although the road to activation in the brotherhood is not an easy one, these
colony founders faced the greatest challenge of all, establishing the organization at their universities.
In Central Texas, the expansion efforts of Anthony Fashe (Chi chapter-University of Texas-Austin) Central Texas Expansion Chair and efforts of other brothers in this region would garner the attention of young men at TAMU-SA, OLLU, and
TAMU-CC. As Prospective Member Educator, Jacob-Aidan Martinez(Alpha Pi- St. Mary’s University) successfully guided
ten prospective members through the Men of Vision program and their prospective member process. Strongly assisted by
their big brothers, these young men were activated into the brotherhood on December 2nd, 2012. That same evening, six
new founders at TAMU-SA were activated by Prospective Member Educator Bobby Baiza (Alpha Pi-St. Mary’s University).
Last, but not least, four founders were activated to begin the TAMU-CC colony, led by Daniel Ramirez (Alpha ChapterTexas Tech University) and their big brothers, December 8th, 2012 in which we finally would make history at TAMUCC
with the welcoming of our 4 newest brothers there. Richard Villareal spoke on his mentorship to his three little brothers at
their respective entities stating, “Being a big brother mentor to three new founders at three different entities this semester
was very rewarding.” He goes on to say that he “[knows] these gentlemen will now make an even greater positive impact
in the lives of others, as my big brother did for me 12 years ago.”
With many academic and social responsibilities ahead of them, it is safe to say these colonies will thrive on their campuses. The toughest challenge of beginning the organization at their university has been completed but must continue to
remain diligent in their fraternity and academic affairs to distinguish themselves from the rest.

Texas A&M Corpus Christi,

Texas A&M San Antionio

Western Oregon University
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The “CaliKnights”
By Lateef Ipaye

Expansion can be an essential component
to any organization. Expansion can provide
new opportunities for individuals to grow and
progress. With opportunity comes responsibility and accountability. For Omega Delta
Phi’s expansion in California, Mahdere
Gebreyesus (Mo) stepped up to the plate.
In December 1999, Mo moved to Sacramento to work for HP after graduating from
University of Arizona, Gamma Chapter. The
Gamma alumnus began developing correspondence with local greeks in the area
through NPHC events, and Lamba Theta Nu.
More brothers followed suit.
A year later, two Gamma brothers, Aboubacar (Bouba) Diare and Umang Patel,
graduated began working for HP as well in
Sacramento. Developing strong bond and
relationship with the start of greek store
Knight-Gear (now Greek Max), the three
alumni decided to get an apartment together
and began strategizing expansion in Cali.
The group sent out emails to the fraternity’s
listserve and brothers from across the country lended their support for the cause.
“Leo Ruiz who was founder at Oregon State,
Peter Jaravata (Gamma), Alejandro Jovel
(Founder at Alpha Alpha, Northwestern), and
Will Puga (Epsilon, Arizona State) were our
Southern Cali reps,” Mo said. “They helped
meet up with any contacts we had in LA area,
and also were our contacts with CollegiateCircuit, which was the facebook of California
Greeks before there was facebook.”
In addition, another brother from Northern
Cali Joseph Reyes (Xi Chapter, University of
Oklahoma) who was serving in the military
and was stationed near Sacramento met up
with the group. They immediately created
a bond which was instrumental in Cali’s
expansion.
After much debate, they agreed to call the
group the “CaliKnights.” Mo alluded that
the group became trendsetters in the ODPhi
Nation.
“It was after this that everyone around the
nation started calling themselves somethingknights” Mo said in an earlier email. “We
had a long debate between calling ourselves
caliodphis or caliknights. I think we made the
right call. It was cool to have brothers from
5 different chapters (Gamma, Espilon, Xi,
Alpha Alpha and Alpha Theta) get together
for a common cause, to bring ODPHI to Cali.”

Alumni from 5 Chapters (Gamma, Epsilon, Xi, Alpha Alpha, and Alpha Theta)
on the night when the “CaliKnights” were born.
The “CaliKnights” began targeting schools
in North California area and reached a
breakthrough at University of Pacific after
Ruiz’s sister, Ines Ruiz-Hutson, who still
currently works at the school, informed
them of a group who were looking to start
a multicultural fraternity on campus. Mo
and others scheduled a presentation to a
group of gentlemen, one of those being,
Carlos Martinez who was impressed with
their sense of brotherhood.
“Everyone seemed like they have known
each other all of their lives, when in
fact, some of them had met for the 1st
time that day, during our informational”
Martinez said. “That got my immediate
attention. You see all of the members of
UNIDOS were for the most (part) antigreek before we met ODPhi. We felt that
the fraternities that tried to recruit us did
not display a true brotherhood amongst
themselves, it always seemed so fake.
“After I saw the ODPhi presentation,
99.9% of what I wanted our new fraternity to be, ODPhi had to offer. It was an
easy decision to make. You see, before
we met ODPhi, before we even had the
notion to start a new fraternity on campus,
we were all men who loved to do handson community service, we all wanted to
graduate from college and be successful
individuals. Looking back, we were doing
ODPhi type of events, we just didn’t have
the letters or the name.”
After successfully presenting to national
leadership in December 2001,

the group of gentlemen formed UNIDOS
(United) the first recognized club of Omega
Delta Phi in California.
As an interest group, the gentlemen attended National Conference 2002 in Lubbock,
Texas commemorating the 15th anniversary
of the fraternity’s establishment.
Even as an interest the time of his attendance, Martinez expressed that this was the
best one he attended. Once again, he saw
the brotherhood.
“It was a surreal experience” Martinez said.
“As an interest group, we were dressed
the same, it seemed like every brother at
the conference knew who we were, you
would hear ‘it’s the Pacific guys’ or ‘What’s
up Cali.’ There was never a moment that
we felt we didn’t belong. Even though we
were only interests, we could not wait to the
following convention so we could show up
as Brothers. It was great motivation to have
Brothers tell you, ‘I better see you next year
Cali. You guys better make it as brothers
next year.’”
And they certainly did. On January 26,
2003, UNIDOS interest group became the
first founder’s class and colony in the state
of California for the fraternity.
Expansion didn’t stop there as the “CaliKnights” began establishing other interests
groups including California St. Monterey
Bay, who, in 2004 became the first ODPhi
chapter established in the state with Alpha
Kappa as their chapter name.
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UNIDOS With Founder
Joe Cereceres
at 2002 National
Conference in Lubbock, TX

“CaliKnights”
Timeline

Nov. 4th, 2001
Caliknights present to UOP
students
Alpha Kappa receiving their
certificate of chapter status
at 2004 National Conference
in Chicago.

For Alpha Kappa founder Johnny Ridgill, the
experience was one he would never forget.
“That was some real nerve racking stuff
right there man,” Ridgill said. “Presenting
our numbers to the board. Like all our hard
work was up on that screen and they all had
poker faces on, so it was just like....here we
go!!’
“That entire day I was so nervous about getting shot down, then after deliberation, the
official announcement came out later, that
we were the official new chapter of ODPhi.
We went CRAZY!!!! I’ll never forget that
moment. I cried. Some of my best memories
in life were of those years right there.”
Ridgill said he plans to attend the chapter’s
10th anniversary banquet when it approaches in May. He expressed the experience
will be an interesting scenery
“I still can’t believe it’s already been 10
years” Ridgill said. “The experience will
most likely be surreal, I mean these guys
probably know alot about me, and I know
nothing of them. I look forward to learning
from these young bucks more than anything.’

Dec. 11th, 2001
UNIDOS group founded
July 13th, 2002
Caliknights attend first nationals as Caliknights. Also present were future ODPHI Founders, UNIDOS members (Carlos
Martinez,
Ricardo Caton, Rafael Beltran)

“I love these letters and all the experiences
that came with them. When I see another
(brother) campus, I turn red out here. It
sends a chill down my spine, like yup...that
just happened.”

Jan. 26th, 2003
Alpha Nu (Univ of Pacific
Founders Cross as a colony).
First brothers to cross in Cali

Earlier in the year, Martinez went back to
his old stomping grounds of Stockton, California to attend their 10th year banquet. He
currently lives in San Antonio, Texas where
he’s an active member of the local alumni
association.

Feb. 28th, 2003
First Large ODPHI Party to get
our name out. SCARLET
INVASION @ Univ of Pacific.
Even Joe Cereceres was present to help get the word out

“Since I am one of the few brothers that moved out of state, I don’t get many chances
to see them all under the same roof” Martinez said. “It was great reliving ODPhi war
stories. Seeing so many of them moving
on to their careers and their new families is
always a rewarding experience.”
Martinez also praised Ines for her support.
“I’m so grateful and blessed to have her as
our Advisor for 10 years, he said. “We can
never say it enough, Thank you Ines for all
that you do for us. We love you!”

May 11th, 2003
Berkeley Founders Cross as a
colony
Summer, 2004 National
Convention in Chicago, CSUMB
becomes first chapter in Cali as
Alpha Kappa Chapter
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A Q&A with
“CaliKnights” Founder
Mahdere Gebreyesus
By Lateef Ipaye

In an email conversation ,
Mahdere (some refer to him as “Mo
Daddy”) briefly discussed some of the
obstacles he encountered expanding to
schools in California as the Regional Director for Pacific Region as well as National
Director of Expansion for the fraternity.
Lateef: Now Mo, you mentioned a lot of
Brothers that helped with CaliKnights
movement.Can you describe some of
the different roles brothers had?
Mo: We all did anything and everything
that was needed. But in general these
were our strengths. Umang “Monty” Patel,
one of the original 3 gamma alumni in
Sacramento was a guru in programming.
He, along with Bouba and myself made the
rush video which was used in other parts
of the country as well. Below is the link for
the video:
In addition, he helped in creating our websites, and using videos from other chapters
like Tau and Alpha which were big supports
to highlight ODPHI’s strengths to the orgs
in California.
Aboubacar “Bouba” Diare, was my partner
in crime. He helped in Brochure designs,
also was great at strolling so he helped
lead the strolls and was also very popular with the sorority girls, so we always
made great contacts whenever we went to
parties.
Leo Ruiz who was founder at Oregon
State, Peter Jaravata (Gamma), Alejandro
Jovel (Founder at Alpha Alpha), and Will
Puga (Epsilon) were our Southern Cali
reps. They helped meet up with any contacts we had in LA area, and also were our
contacts with CollegiateCircuit, which was
the facebook of California Greeks before
there was facebook

Chavo, Sir Mixirican, Founder from Alpha
Beta, helped bring the AB probate style to
Cali. It was great having someone that was
part of the first Probate team in Latino or
Multicultural Greek org (to the best of our
knowledge) to help us bring this new
dimension which Cali Greeks weren’t
big on. And there were many others that
helped financially, and through many other
means. Including folks from other chapters
that didn’t even live in Cali but made the
trip out here to help. We had great help
from Tau Chapter, Alpha Chapter and
Epsilon chapter brothers especially.
Lateef: Part of your expansion strategy was introducing the art steps and
strolls into California to effectively
distinguish from others orgs who had
similar focuses. Why did you think that
aspect of the brotherhood was essential
to our growth in Cali?
Mo: Don’t’ get me wrong, Service and
Graduating our brothers was what we
always said was our main goals. However,
every other org said that too, and it was
hard for us with no chapters in the state
to come in and say that when there were
many others that also said the same thing,
and were established enough in California
to highlight their California service events.
As alumni, our appeal with service on
campuses was limited so we had to get
something that differentiated us and also
can make an impact in front of non-greeks
to get them interested.
Strolling at Greek events was the best way,
as we had the attention of the sororities
as well as other non-greeks that attended.
Almost every event or party we participated in with strolling we made new contacts
and gained potential interests. Until we set
up chapters, this was going to be a key
element of our expansion process.

Lateef: What were the challenges you
encountered with establishing chapters in
Cali and how did you overcome them?
Mo: Of course trying to come into different
campuses was met with a lot of resistance
from the existing fraternities that saw us
as threats. This created some conflict and
tension to the point that we had to walk
away from numerous situations that would
have turned violent. We overcame them by
always taking the high road, and showing to
the campus and the students that we were
Gentlemen, professionals and we weren’t out
to eliminate or replace anyone but to provide
options for those that didn’t find existing
options appealing. Having direct relationship
with the Greek directors and multicultural
offices was key, in addition to supporting the
sororities at their various service and social
events. This was always welcomed and we
were able to introduce ourselves and what
we’re about through these events.
Lateef: In ways of getting the word out,
the CaliKnights threw social parties with
sororities in the area even before entities were established. According to the
emails, you guys urged brothers from all
over the country to support your parties
which would, as a result, support the
movement. Describe the importance of
a National Brotherhood in general, and
specifically explain how it was important
to the Cali expansion.
Mo: Without the national brotherhood behind
us, this would have been very difficult. We
obviously had 0 entities, so our selling point
was the national organization. In order for
us to sell that, we had to prove that we really
were a national brotherhood. Going to events
and introducing potential interests to brothers
that flew in from all the way from Michigan,
Texas, Arizona just to support us spoke volumes of the authenticity of our brotherhood.
Some of those brothers we were meeting
for the first time ourselves. They were just
heeding our call for support and bought an
airline ticket and flew in for our events. When
people noticed that, word spread about how
tight we were and how although we hadn’t
met in person before, we clicked like we had
known each other all our lives.
Lateef: You were previously a Director
of Expansion for the fraternity. Where
does ODPhi stand when it comes to
expansion? What has always been your
approach to expansion?
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“CaliKnights”
Timeline
May 8th 2005
1st Genration Cal St.
Dominguez Hills Founders cross
and become a colony

Mo: Correct, I was expansion and before that
I was RD for Pacific region for about 4 years.
Even as RD I felt expansion was my #1 priority, especially in a region like Pacific which was
just one or 2 entities. At the time I was expansion chair, I felt we were hindering ourselves
with a lot of red tape internally to expansion. It
wasn’t anyone’s fault, it was just an evolution
of various processes and administrative tasks
that built up over time. We had to take a step
back and evaluate what was critical and what
was just bureaucracy. We tried to remove a lot
of the bureaucracy and streamline the process
so that we are able to jump on any potential
interests within a 24-48 hour turnaround time.
We improved the approval process for entities
to jump from one stage of the process to the
next without compromising the process but
removing a lot of the wait time and the time
for us to approve internally. Having started
from scratch in Pacific to having 4 entities at
the time helped give us the backing and proof
that our recommendation were coming with
experience and trials that were successful.
We also had to get everyone hyped up nationally and on the same page regarding expansion.
Usually we were so internally focused we had
regions competing with regions, and chapters
with chapters. We needed to get everyone
to look at it as ODPHI vs external orgs
not too focused on internal competitions.
This helped folks recommend interests or
contacts from different areas of the country
that they knew.

During this time, the whole region was
able to demonstrate to the rest of the
nation of how far we had come in such a
short period of time and all the accomplishments was on display for the nation. We
got tremendous support nationwide for
our convention, and we were even able to
donate back $2K back to nationals from
the proceeds, while still keeping registration costs at an all time low. This was
done through everyone’s contribution from
fundraisers, getting corporate sponsorship,
doing the design work and printing internally through brothers that volunteered.

Last but not least, putting on a profitable
and large national convention in Los Angeles was the ultimate test for the strength of

Lateef: Thanks you Brother Mo for taking time speaking with us and congratulations on your newborn.

the Pacific Region and the entities.

Mo: Thank you Brother. I really appreciate
it.

Lateef: Do you have any final thoughts?
Mo: I just want to emphasize the real credit to all expansion goes to those that did it
when they didn’t have to. Tau, Alpha Beta,
Epsilon Chapter, Alpha chapter were all
instrumental in supporting us and helping
us. There are many other individuals as
well from many parts of the country that
sent their support and were helpful, but I
mentioned those chapters because they
took it as a chapter initiative and had concerted effort in the expansion efforts.
Also the leadership of Alex Alvarez as
VP was very instrumental in opening the
doors, as well as many executive board
members from Ruben Hernandez and Jorge Rodriguez administration were helpful
in working with us.

July, 2005
Caliknights Host National
Convention. Over 500 brothers.
Turned first profitable
convention, donated $2000 to

Nationals

Oct 30th 2009
UC Merecd Founders with 8
Brothers and become a colony
December 12th 2010
2nd Genration Cal St. Dominguez Hills Founders cross and
become a colony
July 16th 2011
UC Merced gets chapter status
and becomes Alpha Psi Chapter
at National Conference in
Orlando, Florida
August 4th 2012
Cal St. Dominguez gets chapter
status and becomes Beta Beta
Chapter at National Conference
in Lubbock, Texas
January 18-20th 2013
Beta Beta Chapter Hosts
National Undergraduate Council
(NUC) in Los Angeles, California
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Alumni Affairs
RECAP

By AO Alumni Rafael Torres
The Omega Delta Phi Fraternity has always insisted that Brothers are “ODPhi Till’ [They] Die.” With that in mind, a resurgence of grassroots Alumni support and self-awareness occurred in the first quarter of 2013 from many independent Alumni supporting Brothers at
their local chapters, or long time committed Alumni working diligently as a Board of Director, Regional Board, National Executive Board,
and National Alumni Association Board volunteer members.
A recent development in the Alumni consciousness is the emergence of a multitude of strong local alumni associations and their amazing presence and influence in the communities they serve across the United States. The first of such organizations is a local alumni
association recap for the annual Greater Chicago Alumni Association Basketball League.

The Benton House (http://bentonhouse.org) is a neighborhood social service agency whose purpose is to promote the stability, economic vitality and cultural growth of the community as they strive to provide an integrated, comprehensive array of individual social
services to improve the health, educational, social, recreational, and cultural opportunities for individuals and their families.
The Greater Chicago Alumni Association (AA) runs a basketball league every year to raise funds for their offered undergraduate and
high school scholarships for Illinois Omega Delta Phi entities and for a senior at a local Chicago high school respectively. Gaspar Guadarrama reports that the Greater Chicago (AA) Annual Basketball League supporting the Benton House is still going strong and they
are looking forward to another successful league in the coming month or so. Funds raised from the basketball league also went into
maintenance repairs to the gym floors and this was completed this past February 2013 at the Benton House. This will give this agency
a much needed face lift as they host sports leagues, fundraising events and extracurricular activities there for the inner city youth in that
area. The Greater Chicago AA also plan to participate at the Chicago based Comcast Cares yearly community service event on April
27th, 2013.

Floors before the 2012.

New floors now after the entire gym was installed with
new glossy wood panel flooring supported by funds
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Alumni Affairs
Continued

As hard and dedicatedly as these Alumni serve their local efforts, Omega Delta Phi Alumni also finds time to hang out and encourage
Unity and Brotherhood as well as a way to build relationships and network.
Highlighted next are the Austin and Dallas Ft. Worth Alumni Associations.
The Austin Alumni Association (main point of contact by Jose Lopez) and Dallas Ft Worth Alumni Association (DFW AA) (DFW AA led
by Chairman Fernando Vadillo) hosted Brotherhood socials in the month of February as a way of staying connected to Brothers in their
immediate cities. As Eric Benjamin Aceves stated about the Austin AA gathering, “Some of us Austin alumni met up at The Goodnight.
We were bowling, drinking and eating. We hit up Jose Lopez if there are were any other bros in the Austin area that wanted to hang
out and get involved.” For the DFW AA Happy Hour, the social was targeted at getting Texas A&M Brothers in the Dallas Ft Worth area
together to share old times, hopefully make new memories, and encourage each other to return and give back to the Fraternity again.
“This was invitation to all Dallas through Ft Worth Texas area Alumni to come to our first happy hour of the year 2013! Specifically the
events was led by Ryan Pacheco of the Texas A&M Delta chapter and we were hosted by La Margarita Mod-Mex (http://www.la-margarita.com) owner of the restaurant Adrian De Leon (who was also a Delta Brother). The event started at 6 PM CT and we stuck around
to watch the Texas A&M vs Missouri men’s basketball game later into the night”, summarized Fernando Vadillo regarding the DFW AA
event.

Texas A&M Delta Brothers also, due to the emergence of their successful first year SEC College Football team, held a variety of get
togethers and socials centered around this year’s Cotton Bowl Football game. Texas A&M Brothers from all over the nation gathered to
support their Aggies and spend important time with each other in an atmosphere of camaraderie, a shared reminisced past, and looking
ahead to their own and their chapter’s future.
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Alumni Affairs
Continued
The AO Alumni Association, a UT Dallas chapter based alumni group with major support from the Dallas Ft Worth Alumni Association, powered two
Alumni led Career Development Information sessions at Texas Christian University (TCU) and Southern Methodist University (SMU) on February 5th and
20th, 2013 respectively. Brothers such as National Omega Delta Phi Founder Fred Pecina, J.J. Chapa, Jorge “Sleepy D” Pineda, SMU Founder Andy
Buitron, Rafael Guevara, Bryan Rodriguez, Chris Devlin, and many other supporting leaders presented to Undergraduate Brothers on topics pertaining
to Career Development including Professionalism, Networking, and Interviewing. The presentations were streamed via an on air Google Hangout YouTube link and the AO Alumni Association second career development info session event is planned by Chairman Jose Lara on Wednesday, April 6, 2013 at
7pm. See http://AOAlumni.info for more details.

The National Alumni Association, led by Chairman Nicanor Pesina Jr., also made great strides in mobilizing Alumni support and that culminated the
end of this quarter at the National Alumni Association Summit that occurred on Saturday, March 9 on the campus of the Texas Christian University in Ft
Worth, Texas. The summit was geared towards relationship building with local alumni association leadership and making immediate plans with Alumni,
National Alumni Board, and Board of Directors members to create an immediate implementable plan to harden a structure that will take Alumni support
and participation to the next level. As Nicanor summarized at the end of the summit, “I just want to publicly thank the National Alumni Association Executive Board of Omega Delta Phi Fraternity, Inc.; you are each outstanding brothers that deserve more credit for what you do. Great job this past weekend
in Ft. Worth at the National Alumni Summit 2013. Chris Phillips, Mike Thaddeus, Frederick Davis, Gene Perez, Maurice Shaw, and Jesse Esparza. I’m
thrilled to be working with two more outstanding alumni, Gonzalo Cagigal II and Judas Francisco Mireles.”

Speaking of Nicanor Pesina, who is a current association attorney at the law firm Roberts & Roberts in Tyler, Texas, he was named 2013 East Texas Bachelor of the Year by BSCENE Magazine. He was interviewed on TV for the recognition and won with the vast support of the Omega Delta Phi The Hype
Facebook online supporters and the online 87 Krew supporters. Results were all based on an online poll conducted by BSCENE magazine.
Congratulations, Nick!
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Clint Beauchamp;
Giving Back as an Alumni
as a Way to Promote the
Values he Learned as an
Upstart Freshman

Clint
Beauchamp

Co-founder Zeit
Energy, LLC

ZeitEnergy is one of the fastest growing
companies in one of the fastest growing
industries in the United States, the CNG
Fueling industry. While it is true that
most people have never heard of us, it is
likely that you have heard of many of our
customers like the Los Angeles Department
of Water and Power, City of Dallas, Atmos
Energy, Southwestern Energy (SWN), UT
San Antonio, and Kansas City, Kansas
Public Schools. If your fleet is interested in
learning the benefits of compressed natural
gas (CNG) for fueling, we hope that you
will take the time to find out what these
great organizations already know…that
ZeitEnergy is easy to deal with and completely committed to delivering world class
CNG services. Visit us at www.ZeitEnergy.
com

Clint Beauchamp finds himself giving back as
an Alumni as a way to promoting the values he
learned as an upstart freshman at Texas Tech
University.
Clint is the co-founder and Principal of Zeit
Energy, LLC, (website ZeitEnergy.com) which
is one of the fastest growing companies in one
of the fastest growing industries in the United
States, the compressed natural gas (CNG) fueling industry. With fleet customers like the Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power, City
of Dallas, Atmos Energy, Southwestern Energy
(SWN), UT San Antonio system, Kansas City,
and Kansas Public Schools, Clint Beauchamp
works as the main cog and decision maker at
the company that specializes in providing CNG
fueling infrastructure services to both private
and municipal fleet customers. Their services
include Consulting, Design, Construction,
Maintenance, Fueling Contracts, and Financing.
“Through the fraternity, I learned I have an
intuitive business skill set. The most valuable
lesson I learned is that it is not about what
you accomplish in yourself but that it is about
learning the ability to get people to cooperate
with you in order to gain and share success as a
group or organization.”
With fleet customers like the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power, City of
Dallas, Atmos Energy, Southwestern Energy
(SWN), UT San Antonio system, Kansas City,
and Kansas Public Schools, Clint Beauchamp
works as the main cog and decision maker at
the company that specializes in providing CNG
fueling infrastructure services to both private
and municipal fleet customers. Their services
include Consulting, Design, Construction,
Maintenance, Fueling Contracts, and Financing.

Clint expounded on the state of the fraternity
and how things have changed since his undergraduate years at Tech. “Seemingly things were
funner in the past” he said. This was perhaps
before the serious risk management updates
and before the major growth days.
Clint continued,“We maintained a collegial fun
environment. That was then, but now we as a
Brotherhood are better at being our Brother’s
keeper. Especially now more than in the past.
Brothers new and old look out for you more
now that in the past due to the learning from
all the past mistakes we have lived through.
Though I had a lot of fun, I want to see that
others enjoy the fraternity amongst the tedious
business organizational requirements as well.”
Clint has seen a lot occur in Omega Delta Phi
since he crossed in 1993 and has experienced
the ups and downs of being an Alumni. He delved deeper into some wisdom for new Knights.
“Don’t think small. Dream large as your potential is great; you never know what you will
accomplish” Clint said. “At 25 years of age,
it is hard to determine your or anyone else’s
potential. Don’t discount on who could be the
next leader.”
Clint continued on his advice, “It may not be
the President of your chapter; 10 years from
now it may be a different guy who did not
participate in any positions but became really
successful afterward and wants to give back as
an Alumni. He may have not even graduated
and has turned things around in his life. The
frat has culture of weeding out. A selectiveness.
But experience tells us that someone could
grow into another level of potential very easily.
Let the new members work their way into the
frat.”
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Clint has become a critical voice in many
informal and formal matters in the organization. He is currently a member of the Dallas Ft.
Worth Alumni Association, assisting with his
experience and wisdom especially in their goal
to be an individually recognized 501(c)3 entity.
Clint is also currently looking for an “intern” to
assist him with his temporary interim duties as
regional recruitment chair of the North Texas
region.
“Recruiting is all year long. It is one on one
relationships and not just formal campus
events. Try to build as many relationships as
possible,” Clint said. “Be dynamic and part of
other organizations you care about on campus and not just pigeonhole yourself in 100%
Odphi activities. Be careful about the assumptions you make as they limit your opportunities
with people who can help you now and in the
future.”
The dusk slowly turned into night and the air
cool slightly. Clint Beauchamp has come a long
way since Texas Tech and that culminates in
his vision for the Fraternity through the four
values upheld by Omega Delta Phi. Starting
with Unity, Clint viewed this value as the most
special.

“Organizations have a natural growth towards
stratification (levels) to take advantage of
Brother’s skill sets and the Fraternity is
different and we need to appreciate the social
Brothers as much as the business minded successful Brothers in order to keep the fun and
Unity aspects,” Clint said.

things as well. The people you lead must win
and they must grow so that you grow as well.
These mis-managers go in a wrong direction
and lead people in the wrong direction as well
and ultimately don’t execute growth but execute at the detriment to those around you.”

Now completely night, we wrapped up eating
our meals. Before paying, Clint finished up the
informative conversation on where he thinks
Omega Delta Phi should be heading and where
“In the context of business, the success compo- he sees himself fitting into the equation.
nent is not about what you do but how you can
get others to cooperate with you” Clint said
“My choice to participate and to get some of
explaining Integrity. “The benefit of Honesty the other old school Alumni involved is to
is people know where you stand on things and participate to grow people, develop younger
can count on you as being consistent. People
leaders who also have an interest in growing
knowing they can trust you is very important
their next generation of leaders” Clint expresand people count on that to have solid interper- sed. “Ultimately I have a strong need to grow
sonal and business relationships with you.”
the Fraternity in the right way. We need to
Clint expressed that Honesty and Integrity are
very important together.

According to Clint, Leadership has been most
“misunderstood” or misinterpreted of the
values where some think it’s about managing
individuals rather than leading individuals in
“fruitful direction.”

be honest about our shortcomings. Whether
against our competition or our own event execution. Focus on what deficiencies need to be
addressed but make sure to have fun and make
sure that the work involves as many Brothers
as possible with Unity.”

“Understanding the world and how you position fits so you know that people are being led
in the right positions. You need to be evaluating and reevaluating yourself constantly as a
leader, Clint urged. “There are a lot of people
who are charismatic and can talk people into
into things. But you can lead people into wrong

Varied, Unexpected,
and Personally
Gratifying Trajectory;
Dr. Rodrigo Valles Jr.
On His Path To Finding
and Living His
Dream.
By AO Alumni Rafael Torres
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Rodrigo On A Journey
Dr. Rodrigo Valles Jr. is a man with a dulcet vision.
As Associate Program Director at Hunter College
CUNY, Rodrigo supervises the day to day activities
of the Hunter College Gene Center which aims to
recruit, fund, and equip talented scientist for unique
research and foster novel collaborations with the
surrounding scientific community. He is a dedicated academic with multiple fellowship recipient
awards and Doctorate and Post Doctorate degrees
from Texas A&M University, St. Kitts Biomedical
Research Foundation and Yale University.
But if you dig deeper, you will find a man magnanimously forged with a desire to live his life to his own
creation; I had the pleasure to highlight this extraordinary Alumni for the reawakening of the Omega
Delta Phi Fraternity 7 Visions Magazine.
After interviewing Dr. Valles, I found myself even
more in awe...
Rafael: Rodrigo, thank you for taking the time
to partake in this interview! If I may start, please
speak to your career and personal accomplishments
thus far in your life and want you want to accomplish in the future.
Rodrigo: Thanks for highlighting me! I am flattered.
I’m a firm believer that the Bros need exposure or
access to all the myriad of brothers out there so they
can use them as resources.
I am almost 35 years old, am married to wonderful
woman and have 3 amazing younger brothers. My
trajectory through life thus far has been varied, unexpected, and personally gratifying. Like many of the
Brothers, my parents arrived into the US as illegal
Mexican immigrants. I state this to place my current
accomplishments within a grounded context. I completed my Bachelors at UT Austin where I pledged
Chi chapter Fall 1998 with my blood brother Edgar.
To this date, this remains one of the best choices I
have ever made. My fraternity Brothers are still my
closest friends, confidants, and family. I met my wife
of 10 years during my last undergraduate semester.
Michelle has been my best friend ever since. Our
10 years have taken us to College Station, St. Kitts,
Philadelphia, New Haven and now New York. She
has supported my every endeavor as I have hers. This
December, she will completed her veterinary residency at one of the largest and most prestigious hospitals
in the country. I am overwhelmingly proud of her
accomplishments; she is truly my centerpiece. After
undergraduate studies, I moved on to work on my
graduate studies at Texas A&M and finished a PhD
in Behavioral Neuroscience with a concentration on
mechanisms of drug addiction.ag, is 2 years under
the average). The work ethic my parents ingrained
in me was invaluable; I did not stay in research for
long and am now the Program Director for a large
program based grant at Hunter College CUNY. The
program addresses health issues via support of basic
research and community engagement.
From 2005-2007 I followed my wife to St. Kitts in
the West Indies while she completed her Doctorate
Veterinary Medical (DVM) training. There I began
my first postdoctoral position at a biomedical research facility funded by two Yale researchers. I also
taught myself how to oil paint which was yet another
pivotal life moment. While in high school in Dallas,
TX, I spent much time painting very illegal

graffiti all over the city. I ceased

graffiti all over the city. I ceased briefly during
college but the urge to create what I always viewed
as contemporary art never left my thoughts. Graffiti,
to me, is self expression in its rawest form because
it goes against social norms for the purpose of creativity. As I explored oil painting, I quickly became
adept at everything from portraits to cityscapes
but the draw of urban art was too much. I started
incorporating graffiti, urban decay, and street art into
my oil paintings. I think I now have a fairly distinct
style. My personal history (encapsulated in science,
culture, art and personal opinions) has coalesced into
my paintings. I began showing my art professionally in late 2011 and have not stopped since. I sell
consistently and my art career has a bright outlook
despite the fact I have no formal training or gallery
representation.
My future goals include some executive administrative position in either academics or industry and,
more importantly, a self-sustaining art career that
includes major gallery representation and participation in renowned international art fairs.
Rafael: Please let us know what you have gained or
benefitted by joining the Omega Delta Phi fraternity. How do you want to inspire the younger Knights
now as a wise Alumni?
Rodrigo: Joining ODPhi is still a highlight of life.
The Brotherhood self selects young men who are
aspirational, diligent, open minded, loyal, and ambitious. For this reason, one can meet a Brother for the
first time, in a less than formal or ideal circumstance,
and literally 10 minutes later the comfort found
among close family members is already present. I
think the word networking is overused but it is so for
a good reason. Your goals and dreams are not realized by chance, destiny or even solely by merit. Life
is easiest as a group effort. You can and should build
a network of like-minded individuals to address the
numerous, often unexpected, intricacies of life. The
Brotherhood is exactly that for me. It is comparable
to the wonderful relationship I have with my blood
brothers. My frat and blood brothers are my advisors
as well as my teammates.
I was nearly killed when a car struck me as I crossed
the street during a snowstorm in New York City late
2011. My NYC frat brothers came out of the woodwork to assist my wife as I recovered. I suffered a
significant traumatic brain injury and it was touch
and go for several weeks. My time in the hospital
included a medically induced coma, a craniectomy,
motor therapy, psychological evaluation and eventually a cranioplasty. I am fortunate that I recovered
completely as these injuries are typically followed
by severe neurological and behavioral complications.
My brothers and family were my support system
and, in the case of my frat Brothers, it never mattered how well we did or did not know each other.
They helped with the legal issues, stayed by my side
in the hospital, and tended to my family who were,
understandably, quite shaken up. I certainly have
close friends outside of the fraternity but it is clear
they are cut from the same cloth as my closest frat
brothers. There is a blind investment in the success
of our fellow Brothers. That kind of resource sharing
is not new and it works. I recently saw a report on
the advent of resource sharing via the web. Social
networks facilitate this by connecting people with
similar interests.

into large tools. Companies like

Small investments build into large tools. Companies
like Kickstarter function in this way and, in nature, a
hive mind has this as its core. A single ant is of little
significance, but a few thousand with a common goal
build towering mounds. I have always viewed this
Brotherhood in this manner as small human investments with far reaching capabilities.
Rafael: Please speak to your passion for Art and
how that plays into your life both professionally and
personally? Is there something that Odphi Brothers
can learn and accomplish through Art?
Art is my message to the world. It is one of the few
outlets that is largely uncensored, has almost universal appeal, and can be a substantial career. To say it
is a creative outlet is to minimize the capability of art
and its role throughout history. Art is rooted in social
commentary and historical cataloguing. Art is mystified in many ways because explaining or teaching
creativity is difficult. Yet creativity is at the root of
most endeavors. In my case, art is a scrapbook of my
life, a vehicle for my opinions, and a mirror of what I
truly am. Each piece has a story told through the lens
of my mind. My suggestion for the Brothers, based
on my art career, is to make the most of your interests
and talents. Do not let anything deter you from what
you aspire to do.
Take advantage of your existing connections because
you truly are only six degrees from anyone else in
the world.
Rafael: Are there any other items you would like to
speak about?
Rodrigo: Look me up at www.rodrigovalles.com.
Tell your friends and family about my art career. I
always make time to pass on what I have learned so
feel free to contact me.
Rafael: Thank you Rodigo; we appreciate you
taking your time in sharing this with us and hope to
hear many more great things about you in the near
and distant future!
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Social
RECAP

By Eric Reyes

From stroll competitions to social mixers, it has always been the norm for our knights to socially strive at their respective chapters. This
semester has been one of many successful demonstrations of greek support stemming from ODPhi Knights Brothers have actively
engaged with other sororities and fraternities in their efforts to promote the multicultural awareness that ODPhi strives on. Such social
endeavors have included the Pi chapter (University of Houston) participating in a Multicultural Greek Council (MGC) Showcase, Alpha
Zeta chapter (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) hosting a “Salsa Knight” at their respective university, and Chi Chapter (University
of Texas-Austin) participated in Sigma Lambda Beta’s “Purple and White Stroll-Off” in Austin, TX. With their presence, the Brothers of
ODPhi demonstrate excellence. Pi Chapter won second place in the step competition during the MGC Showcase while Tau Chapter
(University of Texas-Arlington) reached the final round of Sigma Lambda Alpha’s “Senorita Stroll-Off” competition and received third
place.
Not only do the brothers exemplify strength in numbers in socializing with others, they demonstrate support for other philanthropic
concerns while socializing with these various organizations. The Xi chapter (University of Oklahoma) assisted the ladies of Delta Phi
Omega with their “Literacy Through Unity Week.” This week was dedicated to raising awareness for children’s education and literacy
while also fundraising at the respective universities and cities. Brother Colin Layne won the spelling bee contest hosted during the literacy week. The Knights of the established colony at University of Central Oklahoma (UCO) participated in “Big Pink Volleyball” which is
a week long philanthropic volleyball tournament hosted by UCO. The proceeds from the event are able to go towards women and men
that are affected by breast cancer in the Central Oklahoma area.
The aforementioned social events are only a small demonstration of how ODPhi Knights participate in greek life affairs while maintaining a presence at their respective university. This goes to show that while Knights may be dedicated to serving their communities and
graduating its members they still remain active in other aspects of greek and university life.

Chi Chapter
Purple & White Stroll-Off

Alpha Zeta
Salsa Knight

Tau Chapter
Senorita Stroll-Off

Pi Chapter
at MGC Showcase

UCO Colony
Pink Fest

Xi Chapter
DPO Literacy Week
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University of Texas Knights Co-Hosts a Panel
Discussion on Interracial Dating

By Lateef Ipaye

Event Review
By Raymond Perez:
Reviews from everyone
who attended were
RIVETING.
The Chi Chapter of Omega Delta Phi cohosted “Relationship Status: It’s Complicated” with Delta Alpha Sigma Multicultural
Sorority at the University of Texas. The
purpose of the event was to discuss what
it means to be in an interracial relationship
and the challenges that come with it.
This event also served to challenge the
attended guests’ preconceived notions of
racism. Some of the themes for the event
included family and culture, friends and
society, dating and marriage. One of the
event coordinators, Raymond Perez, explained his rationale for hosting the event.
“We are all racist regardless of our conscious mindsets about it,” Perez said. “Our
subconscious minds use racism to make
decisions and make snap judgments of
people’s characters: heuristics. I think the
best thing to do is to be upfront about the
issues that people still face today (of both
race and interracial relationships) and
see how these things are portrayed in the
media and how real students and adults
handle these situations.”
The event had three guest panelists all of
which are currently in interracial relationships. One of the panelists gave her experience dealing with the family aspect.

In addition, the event had activities such
as “Celebrity Crush” and “What I Look for
in a Partner.” All of these activities served
a purpose in surveying whether or not
the attended guests had some interest in
interracial dating.
Perez concluded that regardless of our
racial relations, race does exist.
“Problems do occur,” he said “Through
some of the couples who were on our
panel, many have been through many
different stages of their relationships and
it was beautiful to hear and see what real
love is. No problem should truly disrupt
what’s meant to be.”

So much praise in the
organization, the content,
the activities we had.
DAS LOVED co-hosting
with us.
I was directly in charge of
the content, organization,
outline of the topics, etc.
DAS did a lot of the
videos, the prepping of
our interactive materials,
and labor.
We want to do the same
title but different aspect of
love next year.
“Relationship Status: It’s
Complicated”

“My dad was a bit anxious at first but he
got to open up and see that he was a man
who really cared for me and was going to
take care of me”
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Brotherhood
RECAP

By Eric Reyes

Brotherhood is defined by Merriam-Webster as “the state of being brothers” or “an association for a particular purpose.” However, this
term fails to mention the diversity that such brotherhood may contain or the amount of pride one has of being a part of such association.
Not only does ODPhi surpass the dictionary’s expectations of brotherhood, it exemplifies an extended family in which one is able to
confide in various activities with their brothers and being proud to call themselves brothers of ODPhi.
Events varying throughout the nation demonstrate the desire for brothers to unite, including chapter class presentations at Alpha
Alpha chapter (Northwestern) and Western Oregon University founder’s presentation, Arizona State University brothers embarking on
a brotherhood camping trip, and University of Florida brothers road tripping to Orlando, Florida. Others include taking study breaks at
restaurants such as Eastern Washington University brothers rejoicing at their school cafeteria and Chi brothers (University of TexasAustin) enjoying the supplement of Rudy’s restaurant, a local Austin favorite. By remaining in constant connection with each other,
undergraduates are able to develop long lasting relationships with brothers that remain intact well after they graduate and move into
alumni life.
Brotherhood can not be described in simple terms when it comes to the brothers of ODPhi. The smiles in fraternity photos, united step
and stroll videos, and the iconic “OOOO-Phi” chant are the simple demonstrations of how men from different walks of life are able to
seamlessly come together for any event in hopes of connecting with each other. The ties of this fraternity’s brothers may may not be
bloodline but remain closely knitted.

Tau Chapter
Seniorita Stroll-Off

EWU
Study Break

Alpha Upsilon
Orlando Roadtrip

Alpha Alpha Chapter
Class Presentation

Espilon Chapter
Brotherhood Camping Trip
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A Brother With History. The
Life and Times of Daniel
Ramirez.
By AO Alumni Rafael Torres
Daniel Ramirez has seen his fair share of
triumph and challenges. Despite it all, the
Brotherhood has supported him in many
ways; ways he never could have had
imagined.
Born and raised in Lubbock, Texas in
1976, both of Daniels’ parents did not
graduate high school. The only emphasis
and importance placed on education in
his household consisted of him graduating
high school and though this was very important to his parents (that he get his high
school degree), Daniel always seemed to
drift to wanting to accomplish more. Daniel
had a reality check working as a cashier at
United Supermarkets, which were one of
his two jobs.
“I was checking out customer after customer and noticed each one had baskets
(most had 2 full baskets) full of food along
with several kids with them, but would be
paying with food stamps, but each customer seemed just like me with the exception
they had kids and I didn’t,” Daniel said.
“I could see myself living that same life. That
was not the life I really wanted to live. I told
myself that I needed to give myself a chance at
something different. So the next day I decided
to go to Texas Tech and applied to the school to
see if I would be accepted. I did get accepted.”
Daniel went to Texas Tech in the Summer of
1996 and his first experience with Omega Delta
Phi was at a house party of an old friend’s
house. According to Daniel, it was not the best
first impression.

“Actually it was the probably the worst
first impression,” Daniel said. “Coming
into the fall semester, I was recruited by
members of ODPhi because I went to high
school with some of the guys that were
in ODPhi at the time. I initially declined
the offer because of what occurred at that
party, but the guys were still persistent in
recruiting me even though I had initially
declined the first offer.”
The Spring ‘97 semester approached and
Daniel was uninterested with ODPhi until
his younger uncle was recruited by the fraternity. His uncle convinced him to attend a
meeting, which actually turned out to be an
ODPhi informational. Daniel was unaware
of this development.
“My uncle asked me to stay because he
didn’t want to go to the meeting by himself
so I decided to stay and hear what the
guys had to say,” he said. “For the first
time, I heard the values of Unity, Honesty,
Integrity, and Leadership and their commitment to community service. The one
thing that did get me seriously intrigued
and hit a personal note was the pitch of the
fraternity being a Hispanic founded fraternity to help the Hispanic community.”
Daniel continued on his well known
storytelling grooves, “I really wanted to
experience being in a fraternity and wanted
to be part of a fraternity. So after hearing
the sell pitch from ODPhi, I decided to go
ahead and give it chance. I signed the info
card and I was actually excited after all
the time that had pass and after declining
joining the fraternity the previous semester.

I was truly excited to hopefully receive that
call or bid. And the old high school friend
whose house where the incident occurred
ended up being my Big Brother in the
Fraternity.”
Daniel briefly explained his experience with
the fraternity as a prospective member.
“Throughout the process and even after
completing the pledge process.... yes pledge because that is what we and everyone
else was called, I truly found a group of
guys that were a family and extension of
my personal family,” Daniel insisted. “No
longer was I alone at Tech and I no longer
felt lost at Tech. I truly felt like I belonged
on campus. The guys showed me what it
meant to be a young educated man. They
showed me the importance of a college
education. They showed the importance of
giving back to the community. We adopted
the same community center I use to go
to as a child myself and we would consistently volunteer at the center.”
I had the pleasure to ask Daniel Ramirez
some further questions for this article and
got pretty excited about the answers and
the amount of history he could recall.
Rafael: Daniel, explain your perspective
on the fraternity. You are quite known
for speaking your mind on the history
of ODPhi. Being an alum from Alpha
Chapter, describe the importance of the
history of ODPhi.
Daniel: My perspective on the fraternity is
simply that Omega Delta Phi is a fraternity
of men working to be a family; a Brotherhood.
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But we are learning also how to incorporate a business atmosphere as well. I feel
alumni need to be there to help the undergrads and show leadership. I also think the
undergrads need to be willing to look for
their good alumni for that leadership.
It is very important to know our history and
traditions that were started so they will not
get lost through the generations. I am a
distant cousin of Omega Delta Phi national
charter member Abel Mendoza. We are a
very young fraternity whose founders and
charter members are still alive. I know our
traditions have been changed to fit into a
more politically correct world and some
people wish to change what our history is
(to make their own) but in doing so we are
I am still susceptible to catching an illness
losing our history. I was asked to come on
but I am not as high a risk during that
the original large Facebook group page
week. Every Wednesday I have blood
ODphi 101 to correct answers and answer
drawn to ensure my white blood count and
questions on our history. Yes I am outsmy other blood counts are ok because if
poken in our history to remind and inform
not then I can be hospitalized.
those Brothers who don’t know our true
history. I know my answers do not please
I did decide to go ahead and step away
many Brothers because they were “told” or
from work while I receive the aggressive
“taught” some other way; that our traditions
treatment for the cancer so currently I am
and our history are different in some way
not working while I am battling cancer.
and I feel that needs to be corrected to
ensure that our true history continues to
Rafael: What was the purpose behind
live on.
blogging your weekly activities of your
cancer status?
Rafael: Describe your current cancer
status. What are some of your daily
Daniel: I decided to blog about my illness
activities dealing with the illness?
and my experience to help myself cope
with what is going on.
Daniel: I am currently battling Stage Four
Non-Hodgkins Lymphoma. I have an
More importantly, I want to hopefully help
aggressive chemo treatment that is given
someone out there who might be going
once every three weeks. Each treatment
through what I am going through and to let
last about six to eight hours long. After
them know they are not alone. I also wantwo weeks of treatment, I deal with the
ted to let people know what is happening
illnesses that are brought on by the chemo
with me. I just felt it was important to have
treatment including usually feeling nauseathis out there. (Blog website: http://mynonted on a daily basis, body aches and other
hodgkinslymphoma.blogspot.com)
internal (bone) pains. I am placed on a
high dosage of medical steroids after each
Rafael: How are you able to handle your
treatment that keep me up throughout the
health status, with commitment to the
night. I struggle to sleep most nights after
family, job, and now the fraternity as retreatment. I also cannot be around a lot of
gional director for the Central Region?
people during those two weeks because
I am considered a high risk for sickness
Mo: My wife Angela and my daughter
as my immune system is very weak and
Kyndal are the major reasons I handle my
vulnerable and I can easily catch an illness
health issues so bravely and they make
that will hospitalize me or cause more
me stronger to fight through this. My duties
serious issues for me.
to the fraternity are what keep my mind
truly sane and give me a purpose to keep
But for one week of those three weeks, I mentally strong. My commitment to the fraam just like everyone else and try to spend ternity, to the chapters in my region, and to
that time with my family and handling the the undergrads is what drives me to make
affairs of my central regional director
sure I am mentally strong.

What made you feel the need to return
and give back to the fraternity in this
way? What was important about this
moment of time?
It is hard to explain why I decided to come
back and start giving back to the fraternity. It just seemed everything just fell into
place. I went back home to Lubbock and
for the first time in a while I reached out to
the Alpha chapter. I hung out and spoke
with Salvador Salazar who convinced me
to join the ODPhi 101 Facebook page to
answer questions about our history. This
caused me to also come around more
often. Also the Texas A&M Corpus Christi
Brothers reached out to me and accepted
me as one of their own. Along with all that,
I was also attending Texas A&M University
at Corpus Christi (TAMUCC) at the time
and notice that it was missing greek life on
campus. So after being part of the original
Facebook Odphi 101 page and speaking
to brothers about the need, my desire grew
and I wanted to be an active alumni to the
Brotherhood to make the fraternity grow
and be stronger. I missed the Brotherhood
and finally found a way to give back in joining to Central Texas Regional Board and
founding the TAMUCC Colony.
Rafael: What are your long term career
goals and how do you or not see the
Fraternity helping with those goals?
Daniel I finished school at Texas Tech in
Summer 2003 and moved to San Antonio
for about five years. I met my wife in 2007
and in 2008 we moved to Corpus Christi
where I currently live. While living here
I worked for the sheriff department as a
corrections officer and it got me to realize how bad the economy was here and
how difficult it was to get a job here. So I
decided to go back to school and earn a
degree in accounting. I finished my bachelors degree in accounting however, while in
Corpus Christi, I decided to reach back out
to the fraternity and the Brothers of Alpha
Mu contacted me. I decided to reach back
out to the ODPhi nation and be part of the
family again.
My long term career goals are to earn my
CPA accounting accreditation and eventually own my own accounting company using
my CPA. I am currently unaware if any
bros have a CPA but, if so, I’m sure they
can provide me some advice on my plans.
I believe I can probably be more help the
the fraternity once I have my CPA license.
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Rafael: What career or further life advice would you give the Brothers still in
school (or those thinking about coming
back) so that they can be successful in
their career or life in general?
Daniel: For the Brothers still in school;
enjoy it to the fullest and then some. Experience all (safely) that you can while you
are in school! For those looking or deciding
to come to back to school well you’ve
already made the hard decision when you
started thinking about going back to school
now just act on it. It is never too late and
you’re not too old to go back to school. Go
back and finish what you started. But my
biggest personal advice is don’t put anyone; especially yourself, on some type of
pedestal thinking you or they are almighty.
We all eat, drink, and use the restrooms.
Enjoy each other’s company; laugh, have
fun, cry, and get over the small stuff.
It’s not about what you know it is who know
to succeed in a company. I have come to
realize that actually it is what you know but
also the people you know. People around
you can help get in a company. But ultimately it is up to you and your knowledge to
stay in the company and be successful.

Rafael: What does Brotherhood mean to
you now as an Alumni and how is that
played out in your life with the Brothers
you interact with?
Daniel: I have experienced the downs and
ups of both the Alpha chapter and Nationals. I have experienced the “conflicts”
between chapters and between chapters
and nationals. When I crossed over the
fraternity was going on 10 years; we only
went to MU in chapters so I have seen this
fraternity grow. We were small enough for
us to experience spending time with many
of the chapters.
At the end of the day, the Brotherhood
means Family to me. My circle of Brothers
reach back to my school days at Texas
Tech (Alpha). We are a very close nit of
Bros; I say that we are more than family.
We all still talk with each other, thanks
to technology, on a daily basis. We joke
around with each other, talk about the very
“old days” lol, or to help each other out with
advice or to just be there for each other..

DanIn January 2013, I was offered the
Central Texas Regional Director position,
which I accepted and still hold today. I am
determine not to allow my illness affect my
leadership and my position. I do have bad
days and good days from the effects of
the treatment, but I make sure I fulfill the
position I hold. I am determined to keep
Central Texas Region the best region in
the Omega Delta Phi nation.
As hard as your life may be, the struggles
Life gives you always know that you are
stronger than what is put in front of you.
But if you ever need a shoulder or a crutch
to lean on, this fraternity, this Brotherhood,
will always be there for you. ODPHI TIL I
DIE... 19...87!!!

Rafael: Daniel thank you for your time.
Any last thoughts or words?

In closing, this effort has been an extremely rewarding one as we uncovered the
amount of greatness our brotherhood. Brothers like these have truly embraced the
sacraments of UNITY, HONESTY, INTEGRITY, and LEADERSHIP on their path to
success. Due to page limits and time constraints, many stories could not be mentioned
but we were amazed by the many endeavors that brothers across have successfully
achieved and the traditions that continue to live on after 25 years of academic and
professional success. Please stay on the lookout for our next issue which will be
centered around preparations for National Conference in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. This
is only the beginning to our mission of representing Omega Delta Phi on a global scale.
If you would like to be apart our next issue or know of someone deserving please feel
free to contact us at marketing@omegadeltaphi.com
Thanks,

“7 Visions” Staff.

